Formation of an infinite beta-sheet arrangement dominates the crystallization behavior of lambda-type antibody light chains.
The packing interactions in crystals of human lambda-type antibody light chain dimers have been reviewed. These homologous proteins are composed of individually specific variable domains, but all have very similar constant domain sequences. The proteins do not emulate each other in their overall crystallization behavior: each attains an individually characteristic space group or unit cell dimensions. However, each of these protein crystals has one unit cell dimension in common, 72.4(+/- 0.2) A. Examination of the protein packing in these crystals reveals that the common cell dimension is a consequence of a packing arrangement of their constant domains, which is conserved in all three crystals. In this striking arrangement, beta-sheets of adjacent constant domains are placed in juxta-position to form an "infinite chain". Although this constant domain packing pattern is rigorously conserved, the variable domain packing arrangements in each of these crystals are different. The conservation of the "infinite" beta-sheet pattern suggests that the constant domain interactions dominate the thermodynamic energy of lattice formation, probably through a combination of specific hydrogen bond formations and by a decrease in the solvent-accessible surface. A single amino acid substitution prohibits this characteristic interneighbor hydrogen bond pattern in the homologous kappa-type light chains. This may explain the observation that very few kappa-type light chains have been crystallized.